Supplement 1. Stochastic vital rates
. Histogram of 100 annual vital rates from a randomly selected set of 10 simulations. See Supplement 2 for stochastic remigration intervals. Survival rates for eggs and stages 1-3 had shapes similar to the distributions shown for stage 4 survival. Sex ratio count Figure S2 . Stochastic stage-specific probabilities for movement between regions, with 2000 random samples (samples shown were drawn post hoc from the distribution described in Methods). Stages 2 and 3 are parameterized identically and so only stage 2 is shown. For stages 1-3, the probability of moving to or staying in a destination region is the same regardless of the origin, and so only "To NN", "To NS", and "To OC" are shown. The same is true for "To OC" for stage 4, whereas the probabilities of moving to NN or NS for stage 4 depend on the origin. NN = neritic north, NS = neritic south, OC = oceanic. 
Supplement 3. Using separate reproductive values by threat scenario
For all impact scenarios, we used the average projection matrix from the no impact scenario to estimate reproductive values (RVs), but RVs can be affected by survival and fecundity (Heppell 2005), so we also explored using impact-specific RVs. We estimated impact-specific RVs as average RVs from the average projection matrix !" or as annual RVs estimated from the annual projections matrices !" , where = simulation, = year, and = impact scenario. We applied impact scenarios over specific timeframes, but the average impact-specific RVs represented the average over the entire 100 years. As a result, the estimated adult equivalents were affected for years that were not affected by the impact ( Figure S3 , for years 1-10, compare black line for average RV (top row) to black line for same impact scenario in Figure 2 ). The annual impact-specific RVs resulted in a lot of variability in the number of adult equivalents that were estimated annually ( Figure S3 bottom row). These RVs might represent the effects of changing population dynamics, but they were subject to modeling effects from the eigenvalue analysis that were not reflective of what would truly be happening in nature ( Figure S3 , see spike at year of impact for "Annual RV, Threat to stage 1"). CVs are not given in Table 9 because the preliminary analysis did not incorporate all types of variability, but the report does say that "the median percent surface time was considered to be the most appropriate preliminary measure of central tendency because the distributions of surface time were asymmetric." So we know that a flat distribution (uniform) is not appropriate for the distribution of the percent surface time.
